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PART - A (10 x2 =20 Marks)
Answer ALL Questions

1. Examine the cipher text for the following using one time pad cipher.

Flain Text: KRCT Keyword: EXAM
2. Definesteganography.

3. irind GCD (1970. 1 066) using Euclid's algorithm.

4. Compare DES and AES with exampie.

5. State Euler's Theorem.

6. Perform encryption for the plain text M:88 using tlie RSA algorithrn
p:I7, q:l1 and the public component e=7.

7, Compare MAC and Hash function.

8. Point out any 2 applications of X.509 Certificates.

9. Classify the sen ices provided by PGP.

10. Compare the three classes of Intruders.

PART-B(5x13:65Marks)
Answer ALL Questions

I i. ,a.) Build the netrvork security model and its inrportant parameters with a
neat block diagram.

OR

b) Compare the following cipher techniques to decrypt the word "PAY
MORE MONEY" and Key "ENGINEERING" (i) Hill cipher (ii)
Railfence cipher With depth 2 (iii) Vignere cipher.

12. a) Examine the properties that are to be satisfied by Groups, Rings and

Fieids and list the featr"lres which are essential for the exact realization of
the netr.vork.
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" b) Interpret the each of tire foilowing eleffrents of DES, indicate the 1s,K3,co2

cornparable eiement in AES if available. (i) XOR of subkey material
with the input to the function. (ii) F function (iii)Permutation p
(iv) Sr,vapping of halves of the block"

1i. a) Compare and Contrast Fermat's and E,uler's theorem with an example. t3,K4,ca3

CIR

b) Construct ElGamal Crypiosystern. Using ElGamal Scherne, let a: 5, p 1s' K3'ca3

--1 I "1: 2. Findthe valueofYA. o: 5,p:I I, XA:2.- 1 l. .(\i

14. a) \\iith a neat diagram. anallze ancl explain the steps involved in SIJA t3. K3col
algorithrn ibr encrypting a message with maximum iength of less than
2128 bits and produces as output a 5 12-bit message digest"

olt
b) Explain with the help of an example and evaluate how a user's t3, Ks,co4

certificate is obtained from another certification authority in x509
scheme.

15. a) How does PGF provide confidentiality and authentication service for t3' K3.{:o5

e-mail and file storage applications? Draw' the block diagram a:rd
explain its components.

OR
b) Evaluate the technical details of firewall and describe any three types of t3, Kj,cas

firovall r,vith neat diagram.

PART-C(1 x15=15Marks)

16. a) Experiment the Encryption and Decryption process using Hill Cipher t5,K2,col

for the following Message: PEN and Key: ACTIVATED.

OR
b) Users Alice and Bob use the Diffie Hellman key exchange technique ts,Ki,co3

with a comrnon prime q=83 and a primitive root alpha:5. Evaluate (i)
If Alice has private key XA:6 what is Alice's public key YA? (ii) If
Bob has private key XB :10 what is Bob's pubiic key YB? (iii) What
is the shared secret kev?
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